
Single specifiers and phasehood in the Voice/vP domain:  a dynamic approach 
1. Introduction 
This paper presents a theoretical account of dynamic phasehood compatible with stricter 
antisymmetric syntax (Kayne 1994), i.e. that heads precede complements and projections are 
limited to single specifiers; head-final orders result from linearization via movement. I 
concentrate on phasehood in the lexical domain, claiming that VoiceP (Kratzer 1996) and vP 
together constitute an inherent (den Dikken 2007) but distributed phase (cf. Roberts 2012), 
allowing extraction and/or scrambling from an inner-edge position in spec-vP. 
2. Background and Problems 
Phases are traditionally conceived of as independent parts of the syntactic derivation sent to 
Spell-Out. Complements of PHASE HEADS are then deleted from the syntactic component 
becoming inaccessible for further operations; this is TRANSFER. After Transfer, only the phase 
head and its specifier positions (the phase edge) are accessible to further operations. This is 
the Phase Impenetrability Condition (Chomsky 2001:13 et seq.). On this view, projections 
such as vP are rigidly phasal; for extraction of lower arguments/adjuncts, they must escape 
via a specifier position on the edge. For example, for an object/internal argument (IA) to be 
fronted, it requires an extra specifier position above the external argument (EA) on the edge 
of vP to be probable by a higher domain. However, strict antisymmetry disallows multiple 
specifiers, ruling out this escape strategy. 
 
Problem 1: An antisymmetric approach rules out A-movement if phases are rigid; an 
empirically false position.   

 
 For Chomsky, vP introduces both the EA and acts as the verbalizer, and is consequently 
both phase edge and head. However, assuming that Voice is the head introducing the EA in 
its specifier (Kratzer 1996) , we are faced with a further problem; what then is the phase head 
and what is the edge?  Legate (2003), among others, claim that VoiceP hosts both the head 
and the edge. This view has the incorrect consequences that either VoiceP and antisymmetry 
rule out v movement or v must raise through Voice to T, as in French, or to C as in German 
(Vikner 1995).  
 
Problem 2: for an SOV language like German v-to-Voice movement, maintaining 
antisymmetry, incorrectly predicts an SVO order in embedded contexts. One must then either 
abandon antisymmetry or abandon rigid phasehood.  
3. Proposal 
This talk abandons rigid phasehood, adopting instead a dynamic view of Phases, i.e. they 
emerge compositionally out of External Merge (1) or head-movement (Internal Merge). 

(1) Inherent Phase: a predication (subject- predicate structure) (Den Dikken 2007:2) 
Concentrating here on the former, we can view phasehood compositionally across 
projections in the lexical domain, since Kratzer’s (1996) VoiceP severs EA and v. Thus for 
VoiceP and vP, EA in VoiceP is the phase edge and v is the phase head (3). Furthermore, spec-
vP is a mandatory position for linearization in OV languages (4) available for further extraction 
as an inner Edge, lying between the phase head and upper edge and not subject to Transfer. 
In SVO languages spec-vP is an optional escape for lower adjuncts and arguments. This 
compositional view of phases goes toward solving problems phasehood poses for 
antisymmetric-articulated syntactic theories. 
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